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Analyzing and recognizing human actions in videos has received con-
siderable attention for many years in the computer vision community.
Works on this topic are motivated by several potential applications (video
monitoring, automatic video indexing, crowd analysis, human-machine
interaction, etc). The wide variability of human actions makes it diffi-
cult to design generic methods. Many proposed approaches are based on
discriminative supervised models [3, 4, 5, 6]. Other studies are focused
on generative probabilistic models, and are based on LDA [2] or semi-
supervised LDA [7]. However, generative models fail to match already
known actions occurring in videos and it is moreover difficult to semanti-
cally analyze discovered topics.

In this paper, we present an original approach for human activities
recognition in videos. It relies on a semantic representation of videos
rather than a Bag of visual features approach, allowing better general-
ization. We characterize activities as temporal sequences of elementary
actions by estimating their probabilities over time. Elementary actions
are not discovered as in generative probabilistic models but learned via
a robust action recognition method developed in our previous works [1].
Video sequences are characterized by critical points of optical flow and
by their temporal trajectories. These features are computed at different
spatio-temporal scales, using a dyadic subdivision of the sequence. A ro-
bust and generic representation of the elementary actions is then extracted
using a cross-dataset learning process. A complex action is then decom-
posed as a sequence of elementary action proportions by transforming the
decision boundaries of the classifier into probabilities. The classifier takes
into account the case when there is no movement in the sequence.

Figure 1: Jack action with its representation as a sequence of elementary action proba-
bilities. The Jack action is composed of Jump and Handwave elementary actions. The
graph represents the evolution of elementary action probabilities over time. Red curve is for
Handwave action, blue curve for Jump action. The periodicity and alternation between the
two elementary actions is well noticeable on the graph.

Once a frame is characterized by its L elementary action probabilities,
its feature vector lies in a simplex PL defined such as:
PL = {π ∈ RL+1|

L+1
∑

i=1
πi = 1,π > 0} . PL endowed with the Fisher information

metric is a submanifold of RL+1.
Figure 2 shows the global scheme for projecting activities in PL.

Figure 2: Global scheme for characterizing activities in the semantic simplex.

Activities are then represented as trajectories on the semantic simplex
PL. By using a diffeomorphism F between PL and the L-hypersphere S+

L ,

geodesic distances in PL can be computed as shortest curves on S+
L . The

geodesic distance between two points (πk1,πk2) of PL is simply the great
circle arc linking (F(πk1),F(πk2)) on S+L .
A robust descriptor of the trajectory shape in the simplex is obtained using
the Fourier transform coefficients of the cumulative curvature in angular
coordinates.
To test the discriminative performance of the proposed method, three
complex actions from UCF11, UCF50 datasets and Olympic Sport dataset
are considered: High-Jump, Basket-ball and Base-ball. Figure 3
shows some trajectories in S+

L for each activity class.

Figure 3: Examples of activity trajectories in S+
L : High-Jump activity, Base-ball

activity, and Basket-ball activity.

A Leave-One-Out cross-validation test using a SVM with a RBF ker-
nel gives a recognition rate of 96.6%, to be compared with the recogni-
tion rate of 86.6% using the STIP method [4]. The semantic aspect of our
method also allows a better generalization of human activities.
Considering human actions as trajectories on the semantic manifold opens
the way to different applications, such as video summary by computing a
mean shape on the manifold.
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